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Complete or partial loss of dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD or DYPD) function has 
been described in cancer patients experiencing severe side effects upon administration of the 
fluoropyrimidine anticancer drug 5-fluorouracil (5-FU). To investigate a genetic 
predisposition for 5-FU intolerance due to inherited DPD defects, we established a mutation 
detection assay based on denaturing HPLC. Analyzing four individuals with symptoms of 5-
FU-related toxicity, we detected six distinct sequence variants in the dihydropyrimidine 
dehydrogenase gene (DPYD): one novel mutation, c.775A>G (K259E); four known missense 
mutations, c.85T>C (C29R), c.496A>G (M166V), c.1601G>A (S534N), c.1627A>G (I543V); 
and one silent mutation c.1896T>C affecting the codon for F632. One cancer patient 
possessing a total of four gene mutations resulting in four amino acid substitutions (C29R, 
M166V, S534N, I543V) displayed significantly reduced DPD activity. The rare combination 
of the highly conserved mutation sites M166V and S534N was additionally found in one of 
the other patients. DPD enzyme activity was low, but yet within normal range. The K259E 
mutation did not provoke a decrease in DPD function in a heterozygous individual. Based on 
the protein structure of crystalline pig DPD and the deduced homology models, we have 
additionally investigated the amino acid positions in their three-dimensional network which 
correspond to the five missense mutations discovered in the patients. © 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The cytosolic dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (EC 1.3.1.2; DPD; official symbol, DYPD; MIM# 274270) is 
the initial and rate-limiting enzyme in the catabolism of pyrimidines. It reduces the pyrimidine bases uracil and 
thymine in a NADPH-dependent manner with its main activity found in the liver. The highly conserved 
homodimeric protein contains one FAD, four [4Fe-4S]-clusters and one FMN in the active site cavity of each 
subunit. A special electron transfer pathway involves the [4Fe-4S]-clusters of both protomers, so that DPD 
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comprises two independent electron transfer chains and is active just as a dimer (Dobritzsch et al., 2001). 
The action of DPD is also critical in the pharmacokinetics of the widely used chemotherapeutic drug 5-

fluorouracil (5-FU) since it degrades more than 85% of administered standard doses of this fluoropyrimidine base 
(Heggie et al., 1987; Diasio, 2001). In this context, a pharmacogenetic disorder known as DPD deficiency has been 
described which appears to be implicated in severe cytotoxic reactions upon 5-FU-administration. Cancer patients 
suffering from 5-FU toxicity typically presented with mucositis, granulocytopenia, and/or neuropathy including 
lethal outcome (Diasio et al., 1988; Johnson et al., 1999; Raida et al., 2001; Van Kuilenburg et al., 2001). 
Knowledge about the molecular basis of this clinical phenotype is still limited, but the toxic side effects are 
supposed to be linked – at least in part - to complete or partial loss of DPD function leading to an increased half 
life of the drug (Lu et al., 1993). Results of several studies suggest a genetic background of the DPD deficient 
phenotype: Following the identification and characterization of the gene DPYD (MIM# 274270) encoding the 
DPD protein (Yokota et al., 1994; Wei et al., 1998), more than 30 different sequence deviations have been 
reported. Some of them result in a truncated protein and thus are clearly related to loss of DPD activity, e.g. the 
common splice-site mutation c.1905+1G>A. A high prevalence (50%) of this mutation which leads to exon 14 
skipping was detected in patients suffering from grade IV neutropenia after 5-FU administration (van Kuilenburg 
et al., 2002a) and 1.8% heterozygotes have been reported in the normal population (van Kuilenburg et al., 2001). A 
small number of missense mutations in the DPYD gene was shown to directly interfere with cofactor binding and 
electron transfer of the enzyme (e.g. c.703C>T (R235W); Dobritzsch et al., 2002). However, clear genotype-
phenotype correlations are still lacking for most of the mutations found so far, and many of them will turn out to be 
common polymorphisms with no impact on enzyme activity. To enable the genetic analysis and identification of 
patients being at risk for 5-FU intolerance, it is of major interest to identify novel mutations that further contribute 
to the DPD deficiency syndrome. Therefore, we have set up a sensitive screening by denaturing HPLC to detect 
mutations in the entire coding region of the DPYD gene.  

Here we report the identification of a novel mutation as well as novel compound heterozygous genotypes in the 
DPYD gene. The amino acid positions corresponding to these point mutations were integrated in the known three-
dimensional structure of recombinant DPD and appropriate homology models generated. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study subjects 

Blood samples of three breast cancer patients were provided by the Klinikum Hamburg-Eppendorf and by the 
Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology, Technical University of Munich. One further blood sample was obtained 
from a colon cancer patient of the Department of Haematology & Medical Oncology, Technical University of 
Munich. Control samples of 157 healthy individuals of Caucasian origin were randomly selected by Roche 
Diagnostics, Penzberg.  

 Patient 1 received adjuvant chemotherapy for invasive breast carcinoma after mastectomy and axilla dissection 
and experienced mucositis (grade III according to the World Health Organization criteria), granulocytopenia and 
neurotoxicity (both grade II) after two cycles of CMF (cyclophosphamide, 600mg/m²; methotrexate, 40mg/m²; 5-
FU, 600mg/m²). The symptoms weakened after elimination of the above therapy regimen. Patient 2 treated for 
breast cancer with node-positive status reacted with leukopenia (grade IV), febrile neutropenia (grade III) and 
pronounced hair loss following the first cycle of CMF. For this reason the therapy was continued with epirubicin 
and cyclophosphamide, leading to an improvement of the phenotype. Patient 3 with breast carcinoma presented 
with febrile neutropenia (grade IV), anemia, thrombopenia and stomatitis (all grade II) after the first cycle of 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy with FEC (5-FU, 500mg/m²; epirubicin, 100mg/m²; cyclophosphamide, 500mg/m²). 
Patient 4 recieved adjuvant chemotherapy for node-positive colorectal cancer and showed prolonged and 
pronounced mucositis and enterotoxicity (both grade III) after the first cycle of the Mayo protocol (i.v. push of 5-
FU, 425mg/m², combined with folinic acid, 20 mg/m²). 

Mutation analysis of the DPYD gene 

Genomic DNA was prepared from frozen blood samples using standard techniques. The entire coding region of 
DPYD was amplified with 23 primer sets and subjected to denaturing HPLC (DHPLC) analysis as described 
before (Gross et al., 2000 and 2003). Reference sequence was obtained from NCBI Accession No. NM_000110.2 
(mRNA). Nucleotide numbering starts at the A of the ATG translation initiation start site. Reference intron 
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sequences are found at NCBI Accession No. NT_034389.4 (genome annotation). The description of intronic 
variants is based on the position of the intron relative to the cDNA sequence. Each mutation was confirmed by 
sequence analysis of a new PCR sample of the mutation carrier, respectively. Allele discrimination in the case of 
c.1601G>A and c.1627 A>G was done by restriction fragment lenght analysis of exon 13. The base pair exchange 
c.1601G>A produces a new AseI restriction site, whereas a PsiI recognition site is lost following the c.1627 A>G 
change. 

Structure-based analysis of point mutations in the DPD protein 

Homology modeling studies applying the sequence of the human DPD were performed using SWISSMODEL 
routines and the available structures of pig DPD protein as a template (Protein Data Base entries 1h7w and 1h7x  
(Dobritzsch et al., 2001)). The structural analysis was performed using Molac (Turk, 1992) and Accelrys  
ViewerLite 4.2 (www.accelrys.com) software. 

Analysis of DPD enzyme activity in human PBM cells 

Peripheral blood mononuclear (PBM) cells were prepared according to the protocol outlined at the website 
www.dpdenzyme.com. The blood was drawn in the morning because DPD activity is highest at this time. The 
patients were not under chemotherapy containing 5-FU when the blood was collected excluding possible DPD 
inhibition due to autoregulation of the pyrimidine catabolism under high doses of 5-FU. Analysis of DPD enzyme 
activity in cytosolic PBM cell preparations was performed at the Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, 
University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA, by using the standard  HPLC radio assay developed by Johnson et 
al., 1997.   

RESULTS  

Detection of DPYD mutations by DHPLC 

We identified several heterozygous sequence variants in the DPYD gene of four patients that exhibited typical 
symptoms of 5-FU-related toxicity (Table 1). Among these variants, one novel missense mutation, c.775A>G 
(K259E), was found in a breast cancer patient (Patient 1) who had received CMF polychemotherapy. None of a 
control cohort of 157 healthy individuals displayed this variant suggesting that the base pair change might be a 
deleterous mutation or a rare polymorphism. The novel alteration was present together with the known variant 
c.85T>C (C29R). Patient 2 treated with CMF due to invasive breast carcinoma carried the four missense mutations 
c.85T>C (C29R), c.496A>G (M166V), c.1601G>A (S534N), and c.1627A>G (I543V). The compound 
heterozygote genotype did not occur in any of the 157 control samples and had not been described previously. The 
rare combination of c.496A>G (M166V) and c.1601G>A (S534N) present in Patient 2 was also identified in a 
colon cancer patient (Patient 4) showing unexpected side effects upon 5-FU therapy. In the third patient with 
invasive breast carcinoma (Patient 3) who had received FEC treatment, c.85T>C (C29R) and the silent mutation 
c.1896T>C were found in the coding area of DPYD.   

Crystal structure analysis of DPD protein 

To further investigate the role of the five missense mutations present in the DPYD gene of the patients, we 
constructed a three-dimensional model based on the crystal structure of the pig DPD protein. A crystalline 
structure of human DPD is not availabe yet, but due to high sequence identity between the human and pig enzymes 
(93%) it is possible to transfer structural information from the pig enzyme to the human homologue and 
subsequently to make assumptions about probable functional defects of the mutated human enzyme. Appropriate 
homology modeling studies with the sequence of the human homologue were generated. 

The so far undescribed mutation, c.775A>G, detected in a patient presenting with severe mucositis grade III 
upon CMF chemotherapy, results in a lysine/glutamate exchange at position 259 which is conserved throughout 5 
mammalian species, but is changed from lysine to arginine in the Drosophila melanogaster and C. elegans DPD 
protein. Lys259 is located as part of a highly conserved loop above a four-stranded, antiparallel β-sheet of the FAD 
binding domain II of DPD. Some of the subsequent residues of this loop are involved in cofactor binding: Leu261-
O shows hydrogen bonds to N6 (3.0 Å) and -N1 (4.1 Å) of the FAD whereas Leu261-N binds to N1 (2.8 Å) both  
giving the adenine-moiety of FAD its proper orientation in its binding pocket. Additionally, Ser262-Oβ may  
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contribute via a hydrogen bond to N1 (3.8 Å) to this formation. The homology model of the K259E variant 
suggests a similiar orientation of the Glu259 residue as shown for Lys259 within the three-dimensional structure of 
this region (Figure 1A). However, the polarity of the charged residue is switched from positive (lysine) to negative 
(glutamate). Interestingly, the substitution of lysine by an arginine observed in the Drosophila and C. elegans DPD 
proteins retains the positive charge at this position. The change in polarity in the K259E mutation may be 
responsible for a partial (or complete) inactivation of the enzyme: Accordingly, the additional negative charged 
residue is likely to induce a slight shift of the loop backbone away from the hydrophobic environment of the β-
sheet, thereby weakening the hydrogen bonds from neighbored Leu261 and Ser262. By this means, the hydrogen 
bond Gly258-N to Lys219-O (3.5 Å), which has also an important role in cofactor binding by shielding the 
adenine-moiety of FAD from solvent access, could be weakened. Moreover, Glu218, which fixes the hydroxyl-
group-O2* of FAD (2,7 Å) may also be pulled away. As a result of this, the changed FAD- binding and orientation 
in the Glu259 monomer should lead to subsequent perturbation of the hydride transfer from the electron donating 
cosubstrate NADPH, which is located adjacent to the FAD-flavine moiety (for detailed information see Dobritzsch 
et al., 2002).   

 

Table 1: DPYD Mutations in Patients Exhibiting Toxic Reactions during Treatment with 5-FU/CMF/FEC 

1 Reference sequence based on NCBI Accession No. NM_000110.2 (mRNA). Nucleotide +1 is the A of the    
   ATG translation initiation codon of the cDNA sequence. 

2 Novel mutation. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Exon/ 
Intron 

Mutation1 Effect Allelic frequency 
in 157 controls (%) 

Patient 1 Patient 2 Patient 3 Patient 4 

2 c.85T>C p.C29R 19.4 + + + - 

6 c.496A>G p.M166V 7.9 - + - + 

8 c.775A>G2 p.K259E not found + - - - 

10 c.1129-15T>C - 12.1 - - - + 

11 c.1340-106T>A - 6.7 - + - + 

13 c.1601G>A p.S534N 1.6 - + - + 

13 c.1627A>G p.I543V 13.7 - + - - 

13 c.1740+39C>T - not done - + + - 

13 c.1740+40A>G - not done - + - - 

14 c.1896T>C p.F632  
(no change) 

3.5 - - + - 

15 c.1974+75A>G - 16.6 - + - + 

18 c.2300-39G>A - 10.5 + + - - 
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Figure 1: Crystal structure analysis of pig DPD protein 

(A) Lys259 is part of a loop located above a four-stranded, antiparallel β-sheet which belongs to the FAD binding domain II comprising a main 
motif and a conserved α/β-fold. The side chain of Lys259 directs to the solvent but may be stabilized by water mediated hydrophilic 
interactions to Glu265 (not shown) as well as Van-der-Waals-contacts of Cα, Cβ and Cγ to the hydrophobic side chains of Phe217 (3.7 Å), 
Ile256  (3.5 Å) and Ile266 (3.6 Å). The adjacent Leu261 is a conserved interaction site for the cofactor FAD.  (B) The evolutionary conserved 
residue Ser534 as well as Ile543 are located in a head-to-head manner at the hinge of a short β-hairpin-loop. This loop forms the bottom of the 
(α/β)8- or TIM-barrel of the active site domain IV which contains the cosubstrate FMN.  (C) Met166 is conserved in mammals and 
invertebrates and is located in a hydrophic network with Van-der-Waals-contacts to Leu840, Trp849, Gln852, Val162 and Ile168. 

The second genotype resulting in the four amino acid substitutions C29R, M166V, S534N, and I543V has not 
been decribed in the literature up to now and nothing is known about the structure-function relationship in the 
quadruple mutant protein, e.g. its influence on enzymatic activity. Using the new homology model with the amino 
acid exchange C29R, we can support the assumption of Kuilenburg et al., that there is no structure-based evidence 
for a substantially altered enzymatic activity due to the C29R mutation (Van Kuilenburg et al., 2002b). The impact 
of M166V, S534N and I543V on the activity of the enzyme is yet unclear. S534N was observed as single, 
heterozygous mutation in three individuals of our control group and occured in combination with the previously 
classified polymorphism I543V (Collie-Duguid et al., 2000) in two persons. Interestingly, the highly conserved 
residue S534 (Mattison et al., 2002) as well as I543 are positioned directly opposite to each other at the hinge of a 
short β-hairpin-loop which forms the bottom of the (α/β)8- or TIM-barrel of the active site domain IV (Fig. 1B). 
While the S534 side chain is stabilized by the carboxyl-group of D532 (2.6 Å), I543 shows a Van-der-Waals-
interaction to the backbone of G569, so that in the wild type structure both residues seem to be fixed on their 
positions. To investigate if these two residues are substituted all at once on one allele in Patient 2 leading to some 
repelling forces of the N534 and V543 mutant side chains within the loop, we performed an allele discriminaton 
experiment. The restriction fragment analysis of the respective PCR product revealed that both mutations are 
located on different alleles because three restriction endonuclease cleavage sites (1x AseI and 2x PsiI) were 
identified on one allele (in contrast to one AseI and one PsiI site in case of two mutations on the same allele). 
Thus, the results are speaking against a situation where the coincident alteration of both amino acid positions 
would distort the structural integrity of the β-hairpin-loop that covers the channel of the TIM-barrel from the 
opposite direction of the active site. However, it cannot be clearly deduced from the structural model if the mutant 
side chain of N534 itself does evoke conformational changes or at least destabilization within the conserved three-
dimensional network of this region. Since the mutation site is located in close proximity to the active site channel, 
any alteration in this environment must be regarded as critical for the enzymatic function of DPD. 

According to the crystal structure analysis, the missense mutation M166V found in Patient 2 and 4 also appears 
to possess the capability to influence the structural integrity of the dimer complex of DPD: The side chain of the 
highly conserved M166 residue (Mattison et al., 2002) stacks deeply into the inner compartment and is a part of a 
hydrophobic network including Van-der-Waals-contacts to L840, W849, Q852, V162 and I168 (Fig. 1C). The 
introduction of a valin at this position produces - due to its shorter side chain - a hole in the middle of this cavity. 
This may either be filled by water molecules, or even more likely, due to the hydrophobic character of this self-
contained gap, provoke a structural collapse or at least a rearrangement of the residues participating in these Van-
der-Waals-interactions.  

A B C 
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DPD activity data of PBM cells 

Enzyme activity data were collected after the crystal structure studies were finished to evaluate the reliability of 
the structure modeling. The DPD enzyme assays were performed using the cytosol fraction of the patient´s PBM 
cells and the enyzyme activities compared to the range of normal activity values lying between 0.064 and 0.314 
nmol/min/mg protein (as outlined at the website www.dpdenzyme.com). Patient 2 carrying a total of four missense 
mutations showed reduced DPD activity (0.02 nmol/min/mg protein) in the range of DPD deficiency. Patients 1 
and 4 had activity values within normal range: The carrier of the novel mutation K259E displayed a value of 0.13 
nmol/min/mg protein. A DPD activity of 0.07 nmol/min/mg protein being at the lower limit of normal range was 
observed in Patient 4 who displayed the M166V and S534N mutations. Patient 3 was not available anymore for a 
DPD activity test. Two control blood samples of healthy individuals prepared simultaneously with the patients 
showed a DPD activity of 0.22 and 0.11 nmol/min/mg protein, respectively.  

DISCUSSION 

DPD deficiency is an autosomal codominant inherited syndrome mainly described in pediatric patients and 
associated with variable clinical phenotype (van Kuilenburg et al., 1999). Most of the mutations observed in the 
DPYD gene have been detected in those patients including a very high incidence of the splice-site mutation 
c.1905+1G>A. Conflicting results exist regarding the significance of DPYD mutations with respect to the clinical 
presentation of patients that developed severe side effects upon 5-FU chemotherapy. We have genotyped four 
cancer patients presenting with symptoms of 5-FU-related toxicity and detected six sequence variants in the DPYD 
gene: one novel mutation and five known mutations including one silent mutation. Addidtionally, several 
nucleotide exchanges in non-coding areas were found. (The common splice-site mutation c.1905+1G>A was not 
detected which may be due to our small patient panel). The discovered sequence alterations c.85T>C (C29R) and 
c.1627A>G (I543V) have recently been suggested to be common polymorphisms (Collie-Duguid et al., 2000; Van 
Kuilenburg, et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 2002). In line of these findings, we observed high allelic frequency of 
these base pair changes in our control samples (Table 1). Moreover, the amino acid positions 29 and 543 are not 
evolutionary conserved (Mattison et al., 2002). In this regard we did not detect a genetic basis for DPD deficiency 
in Patient 3 who displayed the 85T>C polymorphism together with the silent mutation.  In contrast to this 
genotype, Mattison et al. demonstrated that the amino acid residues M166 and S534 mutated in Patient 2 and 4 are 
highly conserved during evolution pointing to an important function in the protein. Nevertheless, their impact on 
DPD function is controversially discussed in the literature. On the one hand, c.496A>G (M166V) or c.1601G>A 
(S534N) exchanges were found in patients with reduced DPD activity (Collie-Duguid et al., 2000; Van Kuilenburg 
et al., 2000), on the other hand, they were also reported to be associated with normal DPD activity (Ridge et al., 
1998; Johnson et al., 2002). In our control cohort, c.496A>G and c.1601G>A were less frequent than c.85T>C and 
c.1627A>G and were detected in 24 and 5 cases, respectively. Both mutations did not occur together in the control 
samples. Thus, it was unclear so far, if the combination of the amino acid substitutions resulting from the gene 
mutations in Patient 2 and 4 could lead to an overall reduced DPD activity.  

According to our structure analysis, M166V and S534N could be implicated in compromised enzyme function. 
Both amino acid substitutions are located in a conserved three-dimensional environment in the DPD protein. Thus, 
rearrangement of this distinct three-dimensional network due to the respective mutation may lead to a reduction of 
the enzymatic activity. A direct interaction of both amino acid residues can be excluded, because the residues are 
not in close proximity, neither in the DPD monomer nor in the dimeric protein. However, as we do not have 
information about dimer assembly and combination of the DPD monomers in the patients (especially, if the 
mutations are localized on different subunits), any prediction of a combined effect of M166V and S534N on dimer 
interaction and function is not possible yet. The DPD activity data of Patient 2 and 4 may speak in favor of a (mild) 
influence of M166V and S534N on DPD function. Bioactivity of DPD in Patient 4 ranged in the lowest group of 
activity values observed in the normal population (according to the website www.dpdenzyme.com and Lu et al., 
1993). However, considering the various risk threshold levels which have been proposed in the literature for DPD 
activity, it depends on the threshold limit which is defined whether a patient would be classified as partially DPD 
deficient or not  (van Kuilenburg et al., 2002a). As suggested by van Kuilenburg et al., a threshold limit of 70% of 
the mean DPD activity observed in the population (e.g. 0.115 nmol/min/mg protein according to van Kuilenburg et 
al., 2002a) would identify 90% of the subjects being heterozygous for a DPYD mutation and prone to develop 5-
FU-related toxicity. In this regard, the low DPD activity of Patient 4 could contribute to her clinical presentation; 
nevertheless other factors may add to the displayed clinical manifestation. The decrease in DPD activity was more 
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pronounced in Patient 2 pointing to severe DPD deficiency. This patient harbored the quadruple mutant DPD 
protein with additional C29R and I543V exchanges. Although no evidence of an impairment of the enzymatic 
function due to the latter amino acid substitutions was obtained by the structural analysis (see also van Kuilenburg 
et al., 2002b), an accumulating impact of the four missense mutations C29R, M166V, S534N and I543V on 
destabilization of the dimeric protein complex cannot be ruled out. In this context it should also be noted that a 
recombinantly expressed DPD protein carrying the C29R mutation did not possess any residual activity in 
Escherichia coli  (Vreken et al. 1997). The conflicting data about the effect of C29R on DPD function have not 
been resolved so far, and homozygosity for this missense mutation has been identified in individuals with normal 
DPD activity as well (Collie-Duguid et al., 2000). The DPD deficient phenotype of Patient 2 was accompanied 
with a clinical manifestation of grade IV leukopenia and pronounced alopezia after the first cycle of CMF. Thus, 
the significantly decreased bioactivity of the DPD enzyme in this patient could have directly provoked her clinical 
phenotype. In addition, the combination of epirubicin/cyclophosphamide was well tolerated by this cancer patient 
underlining the assumption of a defect in pyrimidine catabolism. Finally, an early onset of the toxic side effects 
associated with 5-FU chemotherapy has been reported in patients with partial or complete DPD deficiency 
compared to a longer period of symptome-free time in non-DPD deficient patients (van Kuilenburg et al., 2000). 
This is in good agreement with the clinical phenotypes of Patients 2 and 4 who developed toxicity upon the first 
cycle of 5-FU administration.  

The carrier of the heterozygous novel mutation c.775A>G (K259E) did not show reduced DPD activity if a risk 
threshold limit of 0.06 nmol/min/mg protein (Lu et al., 1993) is set. While the structural modeling of K259E would 
predict a slight rearrangement of the neighboring residues participating in FAD-interaction due to the changed 
polarity of the Lys-Glu exchange, the DPD molecules in the patient appear to have retained almost normal 
function. As we do not know the exact amount of mutant E259/E259 homodimers or E259/K259 heterodimers in 
Patient 1, a putative impairment of enzyme function may remain undetectable because sufficient wildtype protein 
is available for normal DPD function. In addition, E259/K259 heterodimers may show residual enzyme activity. 
The observed severe mucositis of this patient occuring after two cycles of CMF might be due to components of the 
chemotherapy other than 5-FU. This is also likely regarding Patient 3 who received FEC polychemotherapy. In 
contrast to CMF therapy regimens, severe neutropenia is not unusual upon FEC treatment.  

In conclusion, the above in silico considerations by crystal structure-based modeling of the DPD protein 
structure supplemented by studies on DPD enzyme activity can give valuable hints about the role of multiple 
heterozygote genotypes on DPD function. It may help to explain the clinical phenoptype of patients suffering from 
unexpected 5-FU-associated toxicity.  The importance of a detailed study of complex genotypes is also highlighted 
in a recent work which suggests that the lack of genotype-phenotype correlations in former reports may be due to 
these complicated compound heterozygote genotypes that are difficult to characterize (Ezzeldin et al., 2003).  
Accordingly, the complexity of the DPD protein and the variable clinical presentation of DPD deficiency will 
require further extensive studies on patients carrying mutations in the DPYD gene. 
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